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Introduction 

The ERA 1103 is a recent addition to Rem
ington Rand's line of general purpose digital 
computer systems. It was designed and is being 
produced in quantity b7 the Engineering Research 
Associates Division. The system incorporates 
large internal storage capacity with very high 
computation rates and is intended for real time 
control problems as well as general scientific 
computation. A perspective view of this equiP
'ment is shown in Figure 1. The system operates 
in the parallel mode, and arithmetic is per
formed in the one's complement binary system. 
Basic internal word size is 36 ·binary digits. 
A word may represent ·an instruction, a pure 
number, or an arbitrarily-coded quantity. 

Two-address instructions are employed with 
a program address counter normally providing the 
storage address of the next instruction. The 
form of the instruction is shown in Figure 2. 

Of the 64 possible combinations in the six-bit 
operation code portion of the instruction, 45 
are actually employed in the system repertoire. 
The two 15-bit address portions of the instruc
tion generally refer to the location of oper-

Figure 1. 

ands in storage, but in some cases they specify 
the number of shifts or other information re
lated to the performance of the instruction. 

I OPERATION I u ADDRESS v ADDRESS 

6 BITS 15 BITS 15 BITS 

Figure 2. Two-Address Instruction 

All arithmetic operations are performed in 
a double-length accumulator. This 72-bit reg
ister permits the summing of full-length prod
ucts and performance of double-precision oper
ations with a minimum of program instructions. 
In addition to the normal arithmetic operations, 
a large variety of logical operations and jump 
instructions are included in the system reper
toire. 

ERA 1103 Computer 



Storage Svstema 

'!he internal memory of the ERA ll03 em
ploys three storage media. '!he rapid-acce11 
portion of the memory consists of 1024 words of 
electrostatic (ORT) storage with an access time 
ct lO microseconds. '!he medium-apeed portion 
consists of 16,384 words of magnetic drum •tor
age with an average random access time of 17 
milliseconds, '!he slew-speed memory consists ot 
200 1000 words of Jn&gnetic tape storage on four 
magnetic tape mechanisms. In addition to these 
internal storage units, a number of external 
magnetic tape units and punched card equipnent 
or other input-output devices may be used under 
direct system control through the input-output 
registera or the ERA 1103. An EXTERNAL FUNC
TION instruction permits the equipment to "reach 
out" in effect and control external units with 
a wide variety or characteriatica. 

'!he electrostatic and magnetic drum stor
age systems are individually addressed, pro
viding a total ot 17,408 registers ot directly
addresaed storage. Each of these storage unit• 
communicate1 directly with the arithmetic a1s
tem, and the magnetic drum do11 not depend on 
the electrostatic storage aa a buffer. 'lheae 
featur11 permit the magnetic drum aystem to 
teat the electrostatic 1ystem as an isolated 

unit, and they permit the electrostatic system 
to test the magnetic drum aa an isolated unit. 

freventiye M&int•nanc• 

Rather elaborate proviaiona have been made 
in the ERA 1103 to detect aging elements 1D the 
computer 119tem betore the elements have become 
aufficientlf marginal to oau10 failure during 
normal 1yst1m operation. Preventive mainte
nance perioda are 1cheduled at the beginnine ot 
every eight-hour period ot operation. DurinC 
theae period• a rigorous procedure i1 tollowed 
which reveal• anr component in the 1yatem th&t 
has deteriorated to a point where it ma1 cause 
failure during the following operation. A pre
determined margin i1 thua insured abou~ the nor
mal operating conditiona of the 1yatem. For thial 
an extensive set ot maintenance ?rogram1 have 
been prepared which 111tematically eX&llline ever7 
portion ot the 111tem &1 a unit while abnormall.J 
aevere conditions are imposed on that unit. In 
the event ot tailure, 1ub-routinH are provided 
which analyze the failure and prHent t ·o mainte
nance personnel, via a monitoring typewriter, 
that portion of 'the system which failed. Spare 
plug-in chaaai1 are provided tor every position 
in the aye tern 10 that the taul ty unit 111&1 be re-

Figure 3. ERA 1103 Control Panel 



placed for later repair, 

Certain vital portions of the arithmetic 
section of the computer cannot be effectively 
analyzed by the maintenance program alone. For 
failures in this portion of the system, a con
trol panel is provided on which both the "one" 
and "zero" side of every flip-flop in the system 
is indicated with a neon lamp. This panel is 
shown in Figure 3. A faulty flip-flop is iden
tified by both lamps on, or both lamps off. 
Faulty transmission paths are checked by running 
a specially-prepared program at reduced speed. 
This program provides easily-identified visual 
indication of that transmission path which fail
ed, 

The various preventive maintenance pro
grams are stored on a section of magnetic tape. 
During the scheduled maintenance periods, this 
magnetic tape is placed on one of the four inter
nal magnetic tape units which are under computer 
control. The maintenance procedure is then a 
matter or selecting the desired test by manual 
insertion of a code number on the control panel 
and starting the computer in a mode designated 
as "Magnetic Tape Start". The desired test is 
then transferred from the magnetic tape to the 
computer directly addressed memory by an auto
matic "boot strap" routine on the magnetic tape. 

Marginal Checks 

The predetermined operating margin pre
viously mentioned is established during mainte
nance periods by three types of marginal check
ing devices. Experience has shown that no one of 
these devices is really sufficient for the sys
tem as a whole, but taken together they provide 
a really effective overall operating margin. 
These abnormal conditions which are temporarily 
imposed on a unit during the test period fall 
into three categories. 

(1) Reduced Filament Voltage. 

During a portion of the maintenance test 
period, the vacumm tube heater voltage in the 
section of the computer under test is reduced 
from 6.3 volts to 5.5 volts. This provides a 
very effective check on the pulse amplifier and 
gate circuits in the system, a partial check on 
the flip-flop circuits, and a relatively in
effective check on the reading amplifiers in 
storage sections of the computer. 

(2) Power Supply Variations. 

Power supply voltage variations of plus and 
minus ten percent of normal are used to estab
lish margins, particularly on the static ele
ments in the system. Eight supply voltages are 
used in the 1103 system, and these are sequen
tially varied over a 20 percent range about 
normal while the test routine is running. Thia 
check is quite effective in establishing flip -
flop margins and crystal diode network toler
ances. 

(3) Threshold Levels. 

In the storage sections of the computer, 
the most effective marginal check is a variation 
in the reading amplifier signal threshnld levels. 
Special equipment is provided to raise or lower 
the threshold clipping level during the mainte
nance routine in each reading amplifier in the 
selected storage section. Satisfactory opera
tion with the lower threshold level establishes 
that no noise is within the predetermined margin 
of the normal discrimination level. Satisfactory 
operation with the upper threshold level estab
lishes that every signal pulse is greater than 
the normal discrimination level by at least the 
predetermined margin. 

Electrostatic Storage 

The electrostatic portion of the 1103 
memory provides 1024 words of storage with an 
access time between 8 and 12 microseconds de
pending on the phase of regeneration at the 
time of reference request from th~ control sec
tion of the system. Storage is provided by 36 
special five inch cathode ray tubes using a do'fr. 
diagonal-dash type of beam deflection. Each sto?'
age tube supplies one binary digit for each of 
the 1024 words in a 32 by 32 array of dots and 
dashes. The storage tube, with associated read -
ing amplifier and control circuitry for a digit 
of memory, is packaged in a plug-in unit for ease 
of maintenance, 

ES Cycle Test 

The ES Cycle Test is designed to check the 
access control circuitry, the addressing and 
deflection circuits, and the normal storage prop
erties of the electrostatic system, but it does 
not check the read-around ratio of the storage 
tubes, The test takes 59 seconds of system 
time and makes over two million operand refer
ences to the ES storage with no program refer
ences. The program is operated entirely out of 
the magnetic drum stora~e section so that abnor
mal conditions imposed on the ES storage section 
will not jeopardize the proper operation of the 
program. 

The storage pattern used in the cycle test 
is defined by the expression: 

{mod 236 -1) 

That is, the word stored at address k is the 
binary number 2K corrected to machine modulus. 
FA.ch word contains a single "one", in a digit 
position determined by k. A typical pattern 
which appears on the storage tubes during this 
test is shown in figure 4JJ., This pattern, when 
cycled through all of the ES address positions, 
presents many of the data singularities which 
can occur in a random distribution. 

Considerable use 
maintenance programs 

is ma.de in this and other 
of an 1103 instruction 



called the "Repeat Instruction." lhis instruc
tion provides for the automatic repetition of 
the next instruction in the program up to 
1024 times with selective advancing of the 
execution addresses and without further refer
ences to storage. lhe use of this instruction 
permits a great reduction in program time where
ever repetitive processes are involved. 

................... ..... ... ·· ············· ···· ................ .. .... ............ ... ...... . ··········· ··· ····· .. . ................... ... . 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. E.S. Cycle Test Patterns 

Operation of the F.s Cycle Test may be out.
lined as follows. 

(1) 'lhe 1024 word pattern defined by the above 
expression is generated in the magnetic drum 
storage section and then copied into the FS 
storage section. lhe pattern is formed on the 
magnetic drum in one drum revolution using a 
repeated "Add and Transmit" instruction. lhen, 
using a repeated "Transmit Positive" instruction, 
the pattern is transferred in a block to the F.s 
system. 

(2) lhe pattern is cycled through the F.s ad
dress positions by repeated "Transmit Positive" 
instructions from address k to address k-1, with 
the execution addresses advanced after each oper
ation. (lhe repeat instruction treats the ES 
storage system as a closed address set, vith the 
last address follcwed by the first.) The effect 
of these repeated transmissions is a regression 
of the test pattern by one address location for 
each 1023 transmissions. 

(3) After approximately 300,000 such trans
missions, the pattern has regressed one third of 
a complete cycle. At this point in the program 
the "Transmit Positive" instruction is changed 
to a "Transmit Negative" with the result that for 
the next 300,000 transmissions the pattern alter
nates between predominately ones and predomi
nately zeros. 

(4) After an odd number of negations of the 
entire pattern, the repeated instruction is re
turned to a "Transmit Positive", and the re
ma.i~der of the cycle is completed with a pre
dominance of ones stored, as shown in Figure 4b • 

(5) After the completion of (1023)2 such opera
tions, the ES test pattern has regressed to its 
original position and is the complement of the 
original pattern as stored on the magnetic drum. 

(6) A word-by-word comparison is then made with 
the original pattern on the magnetic drum. In 
the event of a discrepancy, a subroutine pre
sents the digit position of failure to mainte
nance personnel through the monitoring type
writer. Since the circuitry for each digit 
position is contained in a unit chassis, the 
digit position of failure identifies which chas
sis must be removed for maintenance. 

ES Reference Test 

The "F.s Reference Test" is designed to 
check interaction between storage positions as a 
result of repeated references to the same ad
dress. During this test each address in the ES 
storage system is sequentially referenced N 
times in rapid succession, where N is a para
meter stored in the program with a normal value 
of 256. Following these repeated transmissions, 
a word-by-word comparison is made between the 
entire ES storage contents and a reference pat.
tern on the magnetic drum. In the event of a 
discrepancy, indicating interaction in the ES 
system, the digit position of failure together 
vi th the reference number N and the type of pat.
tern used, is presented to the maintenance per
sonnel through the monitoring typewriter. 

Any one of the three test patterns shown 
in Figure 5 may be selected for the ES Reference 

Figure 5. 
E. S. Reference 
Test Patterns. 
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Test. Each test provides two scans of the en
tire pattern, once as shown in Figure 5 and once 
with the complement of that pattern. In this 
way each address location is tested both with a 
one and with a sero stored. 

In the event of several simultaneous fail
ures during a maintenance period, the repetition 
or the test with the three different patterns 
provides information as to adjustments that may 
be necessary on the dash deflection circuits 
which are common to all storage units. For ex
ample, if pattern 5a causes storage errors and 
patterns 5b and 5c do not, a change in the dash 
angle toward the horizontal is indicated. It 
only pattern 5c causes failures, the dash angle 
should be shifted toward the vertical. 

Magnetic Drum Storage 

'!be magnetic drum portion or the ll03 mem
ory provides 16,384 words of directly-addressed 
storage. '!be information is divided into four 
groups or tracks with 4096 angular positions 
about the periphery of the drum. Surface speed 
is 160o inches per second with a pulse density 
or 80 per inch. '!be period of the drum is 34 
milliseconds. '!be reading and writing circuits 
are designed so that either a reading or a writ
ing reference may be accepted every 32 micro
seconds. 'Ibis feature is particularly valuable 
with the repeat instruction since many types or 
repeated operations can take advantage of the 
sequential character or the storage locations. 

Jan 1 

Is!tal hour~ 228 

Production time 61~ 

Scheduled maintenance 30% 

Unscheduled maintenance 9% 

Average hours production time 
between unscheduled maintenance 18 
periods 

MD Storage Test 

'!be preventive maintenance program for the 
magnetic drum storage system is operated entire
ly from the electrostatic system. 'Ibis test 
takes 100 seconds of system time and includes 
16 reading references and 16 writing references 
to each of the 16,348 addresses on the magnetic 
drum. Various combinations or adjacent data and 
transient conditions are tested for both a one 
and a zero stored in each bit position on the 
drum. 'lbese operations, performed with the re
peat instruction and an eight-cell drum inter
lace, make 1024 references of alternate read and 
write per drum revolution, Each of the tran
sient conditions of read after write with mini
mum spacing is checked for the four combinations 
of binary data. In the event of a check dis
crepancy in any ' one of the transfer verifica
tions, the maintenance program provides for an 
automatic search of the entire drum contents and 
a presentation on the monitoring typewriter of 
the addresses involved in the failure and the 
conditions associated with the failure. 

Results 

Figure 6 presents a sununary of operational 
experience on the ERA 1103 for the first six 
months of 1954. Scheduled maintenance periods 
are provided once per eight-hour shift. '!be 
unscheduled maintenance classification includes 
down time due to failures in auxiliary equipment 
and power failures as well as internal system 
failures. 

Feb. March AE!:il Maz June 

,22~ !t,00 ,266 !t,02 ~!t.2 

70~ 6§! 7!z.~ 75! s2i 

26% 25% 23% 21% 14% 

4% 7% .3% 4! It.! 

21 24 25 28 41 

Figure 6. Summary of ERA 110.3 Operation. 
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